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Central Control Server

receives message from

carrier and validates

carrier as a customer of

the service

201

Determines that Calf

Biliability Analysis has
been requested

Retrieves dialed

number from carrier

message

202

203

Looks up telephone number in

internal database to determine

if prior history of un biliability,

bad debt, or fraud

204

No

Sets flag(s) to carrier

indicating that dialed number
has a previous history of

unbillability, bad debt, and/or

fraud

206

Sends TCAP query

containing dialed number
over SS7 database to LNP

database

208

Receives TCAP query

response
209

Compares dialed number
with value in the Called Party

Number field

210

No

212
Sets indicator in return

message to originating

carrier that number is ported

213

Looks up first 6 digits of Local

Routing Number in internal

database to determine if NPA-
NXX is billable

Looks up NPA-NXX in

internal database to

determine if NPA-NXX is

billable

218
Determines if the dialed

number belongs to a

switchless reseller (see Fig. 3}

219 220

Yes-

Sends return message to

carrier indicating that dialed

number belongs to a

switchless reseller

221

222 Sends return message to

carrier indicating that collect

call is billable

223

End

End



301

Fig. 3
From Step 218, Fig. 2.

Determines if the dialed

number belongs to a

switchless reseller

302

Looks up NPA-NXX in an internal

database to identify which

database should be searched to

determine if dialed number

belongs to a switchless reseller

303 304 305

Looks up ten digit number
in an interna} database to

determine if dialed number
belongs to a switchless

reseller

Looks up ten digit number
in a directory assistance

database to determine if

dialed number belongs to a

switchless reseller

306

Looks up ten digit number
in a Customer Service

Record database where no

record is returned for a

number belonging to a

switchless reseller

308

Looks up ten digit number
in a Customer Service

Record database where

reseller's name is placed in

the Bill To field

307

Determines whether name
in Bill To field belongs to a

reseller by searching for

name in Bill To in a list of

resellers in an Internal

database

Returns to Fig, 2



Fig. 4

401

402

403

404

405

406

Central Control Server

receives message from

carrier and validates

carrier as a customer of

the service

1 r

Determines that

subscriber fraud

prevention service has

been requested

r

Retrieve

number fr

mes

is dialed

om carrier

sage

Sends Reverse Directory

Lookup query containing

dialed number over the

Internet to a Directory

Assistance Database

Receives listed name
and address in response

from Reverse Directory

Lookup query

Searches internal database

table of previously dialed

numbers and addresses

Sends message to carrier

indicating no evidence of

subscriber fraud

409
(^End of process^

Sends message to carrier

indicating evidence of

potential subscriber fraud

412
End of process
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501

504

505

506

Central Control Server

receives message from

carrier and validates

carrier as a customer of

the service

502

503

1

Determines that name
and address

verification service

has been requested

r

Retrieves

number,

address fr

mes

telephone

name and

om carrier

sage

Sends Reverse Directory

Lookup query containing

telephone number over the

Internet to a Directory

Assistance Database

Receives listed name
and address in response

from Reverse Directory

Lookup (RDL) query

Compares listed name
and address from RDL
query with information

provided by inmate

508

Receives message from

Central Control Server

509

Checks flag that indicates

whether RDL query data and

inmate data match

513

Does not add number to

inmate's allow list and

inserts flag in internal

database that number

requires further investigation

511

Yes-

Adds number to inmate's allow

list and Indicates in internal

database that name and

address information have been

successfully verified

512
End of process

514
End of process Performed by carrier (automated)

or correctional officer (manual)

514

Sends message to carrier

containing listed name and

address from RDL query

with a flag indicating whether

this information matches that

provided by the inmate



Fig. 6

601

602

603

604

605

Central Control Server

receives message from

carrier/correctional

facility and validates

sender as a customer of

the service

Determines that one-

address-multiple-

numbers query has

been requested

Retrieves dialed

number from carrier

message

Sends Reverse Directory

Lookup query containing

dialed number over the

Internet to a Directory

Assistance Database

Receives listed name
and address in response

from Reverse Directory

Lookup (RDL) query

606 Searches internal database

containing dialed telephone

numbers, listed addresses,

and ID numbers of inmates

who have called those numbers

60S

Yes-

Sends message to carrier

containing the telephone

number's listed name and
address with a list of other

telephone numbers (if any) that

have received call(s)

610 Sends message to carrier

indicating no calls to the

listed address by multiple

inmates

609
(^End of process

611
End of process

^)



Fig. 7

Centra! Control Server

receives message from

carrier and validates

carrier as a customer of

the service

702

703

Determines that

subscriber instant

credit score service

has been requested

Retrieves diafed

number from earner

message

704

Sends Reverse Directory

Lookup query containing

dialed number over the

Internet to a Directory

Assistance Database

705
Receives listed name

and address in response

from Reverse Directory

Lookup query

706

Sends query to to Credit

Reporting Bureau containing

listed name, address, telephone

number, and, if available, Social

Security number

707
Receives query response

from Credit Reporting

Bureau

708

Retrieves telco credit

score(s) and other credit

history information from
query response

709 If multiple credit score{s)

retrieved, creates an
average score

710
Returns response to the

earner containing telco credit

score and other credit

history information

Blocks call

End of process

714 Determines what credit limit,

if any, should be imposed on

the dialed number account

715

716

Connects call

Records credit

limit in database

717

^
End of process

718 Performed by carrier



Fig. 8

Central Control Server

receives message from

earner and validates

carrier as a customer of

the service

802

803

Determines that

subscriber instant

credit score service

has been requested

810

Retrieves dialed

number and credit

decision parameters

from carrier message

804

Sends Reverse Directory

Lookup query containing

dialed number over the

Internet to a Directory

Assistance Database

805
Receives listed name

and address in response

from Reverse Directory

Lookup query

806

Sends query to to Credit

Reporting Bureau containing

listed name, address, telephone

number, and, if available, Social

Security number

807
Receives query response

from Credit Reporting

Bureau

808

Retrieves telco credit score

and other credit history

information from query

response

809
If multiple credit score(s)

retrieved, creates an

average score

Utilizes telco credit score

and other credit history

information from query

response and credit decision

parameters from carrier

812

Sends message to

carrier to block the call

Yes

815
Uses credit decision

parameters provided by

carrier to determine what

credit limit, if any, should be

imposed on the dialed

number account

816

Returns response to the

carrier containing the credit

limit appropriate for the

called party

817

818

819

Connects the

cali to the dialed

number

Records credit

limit in database

873

814

Blocks the call

End of process^)

End of process^)

820 Performed by carrier


